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ABSTRACT
Many recommendation systems produce result sets with large numbers of highly similar items. Diversifying these results is often
accomplished with heuristics, which are impoverished models of
users’ desire for diversity. However, integrating more complex statistical models of diversity into large-scale, mature systems is challenging. Without a good match between the model’s definition of
diversity and users’ perception of diversity, the model can easily
degrade users’ perception of the recommendations. In this work
we present a statistical model of diversity based on determinantal
point processes (DPPs). We train this model from examples of user
preferences with a simple procedure that can be integrated into
large and complex production systems relatively easily. We use
an approximate inference algorithm to serve the model at scale,
and empirical results on live YouTube homepage traffic show that
this model, coupled with a re-ranking algorithm, yields substantial
short- and long-term increases in user satisfaction.
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INTRODUCTION

Online recommendation services often present content in the form
of a feed—an ordered list of items through which the user browses.
Examples include the YouTube mobile homepage feed and the Facebook news feed. The goal is to select and order a set of k items such
that the utility of the set is maximized. Often times recommenders
do this by ranking based on item quality—assigning each item i
a pointwise quality score, qi , and sorting by this score. However,
this is sub-optimal as the pointwise estimator ignores correlations
between the items. For example, given that a basketball video has
already been shown on the page, it may now be less useful to show
another basketball video. This is exacerbated by the fact that similar
videos tend to have similar quality scores. Unfortunately, even if we
build a good set-wise estimator, scoring every possible permutation
of the ranked list is prohibitively expensive.
In this paper, we apply a particular machine learning model
called a determinantal point process (DPP) [4, 13, 22], which is a
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probabilistic model of repulsion that can be used to diversify sets of
recommended items (e.g., lists of videos, books, or search results)
[7, 14, 20, 21]. One key aspect of a DPP is that it can efficiently score
an entire list of items rather than scoring each item individually,
allowing us to better take into account item correlations.
Implementing a DPP-based solution in a mature recommendation system is non-trivial. First, the training methods for DPPs
are significantly different from those used in typical recommender
systems [3, 12, 14, 20, 21, 26, 27]. Second, integrating the DPP optimization with existing recommenders is complex. One option
would be to retool the entire infrastructure in terms of set-wise
recommendations, but that would discard the large investment in,
and the sophistication of, the existing pointwise estimators. Instead,
we use DPPs on top of existing infrastructure as a last-layer model.
This allows the various underlying system components to evolve
independently. More specifically, for a large-scale recommendation
system, we build a DPP using two inputs: 1) pointwise estimators
from a deep neural network built for recommendations [9], which
gives us a high-precision estimate of item quality qi , and 2) pairwise item distances D i j computed in a sparse semantic embedding
space. (e.g., [19]). From these inputs, we construct a DPP and apply
it to the top n items in a feed. Our approach has the advantage of
enabling teams of researchers to continue to develop the qi and
D i j estimators simultaneously with our development of a set-wise
scoring system. We can therefore achieve our diversification goals
while leveraging existing investments in a large-scale prediction
system. Empirical results on YouTube show substantial short- and
long-term increases in user satisfaction.
Our contributions are:
(1) We offer a simple and effective procedure for set-wise recommendations by leveraging DPPs. We define a parameterization and learning algorithm for DPPs that makes use of
pointwise quality scores for items and pairwise distances
between items.
(2) We describe a practical and modular approach which can
be applied in the context of latency-sensitive, large-scale
recommender systems.
(3) We offer both offline and online empirical results verifying
that our approach improves recommendation accuracy on
top of a mature, large-scale recommender system.
The paper is organized as follows. We start with related works
in §2. We describe the diversification needs in the current recommendation system in §3, defining basic terminology in §3.2. In §4,
we briefly review DPPs, then describe our current choice of DPP
kernel, work-in-progress on a more complex kernel, and a ranking algorithm that makes use of these kernels. Finally, we provide
a summary of our online experimental results in §5 and end by
offering a few concluding remarks in §6.
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RELATED WORK

Current recommender research is generally focused on improving
the pointwise estimate qi —a prediction of how much a user will
enjoy one particular item. This line of research was initially started
over 20 years ago with user-based collaborative filtering [34] and
item-based collaborative filtering [36], and then refined using matrix factorization techniques [19]. In our system, we now obtain
these pointwise estimates from deep neural networks, in which a
user’s preference features are combined with the the item features
to estimate how much the user will enjoy that content [9].
During the course of these refinements, there was also significant
study of users’ need for novelty and diversity in the recommendation results [16, 24, 29, 39, 41, 43, 45]. Similarly, there has been
significant work on diversification in information retrieval systems
such as web search [6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 33, 35, 40, 42]. Considering all
of this literature, researchers have proposed many notions of diversification. Here we briefly summarize and contrast two different
perspectives on the purpose of content diversification.

2.1

Diversification to Facilitate Exploration

First, diversification is sometimes seen as a way to facilitate exploration; showing the user more diverse content will (A) help them
discover new topics of interest or (B) help the recommender system
discover more about the user.
For discovering user intent, there is a thread of work in information retrieval on using taxonomy to resolve ambiguity in user
intent [2, 35]. For instance, IA-Select in [2] uses a taxonomy to cover
an ambiguous query, and then aims to maximize the probability
that the user will select at least one returned result. Santos et al. [35]
estimate how well a ranked result covers an uncovered aspect of the
answer for an ambiguous query. Whereas these methods require a
problem-specific taxonomy, the solution we present only requires
uncalibrated item distances (the calibration is learned as part of the
training procedure).
For facilitating topic discovery, if a topic contains multiple aspects, then one can further divide the topic into subtopics, and
then make sure that each subtopic is well-covered by the results
retrieved [10, 40, 42]. For instance, Dang et al. [10] proposes to
return a result list that has per-topic coverage that is proportional
to that topic’s popularity. As another example, Perez et al. [32]
uses categories of businesses to ensure recommendation results
for a local business recommendation problem has sufficient topical
coverage. In [23], Kwon and Adomavicius argue that users essentially want a multi-criteria rating system, in which they can specify
which aspects of the recommendation they want. In contrast to
these methods, we are able to learn the appropriate amount of
coverage based directly on user behavior.
Perhaps it is worth noting that while exploration likely does
happen to some extent in all recommenders, imperfect information
about user preferences and correlated recommendations are fundamentally orthogonal problems. Exploration is still needed in the
presence of uncorrelated recommendations, and diversification is
still needed in the presence of perfect information.
Somewhat consistent with the exploration perspective on diversity is that it is a secondary product objective. This perspective
suggests a fundamental trade-off between diversity and utility, and
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can be seen in work that focuses on increasing a diversity metric as
much as possible, without hurting the utility too much. In recent
work that is similar to ours, Chen et al. [7] described the use of
DPPs to optimize exploration without hurting the user utility. Their
DPP kernel parameterization is different, and our work offers not
just offline experiments but also a large-scale online experiment.
More importantly, in contrast, we optimize for user utility while
increasing diversity using DPP.

2.2

Diversification in Service of Utility

A different perspective on diversity, and the one we adopt for this
work, is that diversity operates directly in service of utility—by appropriately diversifying impressions, one can maximize the feed’s
utility. From this perspective diversity is purely about the correlation of interactions, and increasing diversity means replacing
redundant video impressions with alternatives that a user is more
likely to concurrently enjoy. These new videos generally have lower
individual scores but lead to a better page overall.
Concisely, one way of achieving diversity is avoiding redundancy,
which is particularly important for recommender systems [5, 30,
32, 43, 45]. For instance, in their seminal work in 2005, Ziegler et
al. [45] minimize the similarity between recommended items using
a greedy algorithm with a taxonomy of books. The output is then
merged with a non-diversified result list using a diversification
factor. In another seminal work in information retrieval, Carbonell
and Goldstein [5] propose the maximal marginal relevance (MMR)
method. This method involves iteratively selecting one item at a
time. The score of an item under consideration is proportional to
its relevance minus a penalty term that measures its similarity to
previously selected items. Other explicit notions of redundancy are
studied in [32], which uses a decay function on pairwise similarities.
More recently, Nassif et al. [30] describe an approach using submodular optimization to diversify music recommendation. Lin and
Bilmes [25] describe a way to use submodular functions to perform
document summarization, a task with similar coverage goals as set
diversification tasks. Tschiatschek et al. [38] describe an approach
using submodular maximization to select sequences of items, while
Teo et al. [37] describe using submodular diversification to re-rank
top items based on category. Our goals are quite similar in nature,
but use a different optimization technique. Additionally we do not
take item diversity as an a priori goal; our aim is simply trying to
increase the number of positive user interactions by making diversity information available to the overall recommendation system.
One can imagine iterating on the model presented here to express a
personalized notion of diversity. The recommended content feed is
also a convenient context for this approach, since (unlike in search)
users are typically not looking for a specific item and may interact
with multiple items in the course of a session.
The notion of redundancy can be further broken up into two
separate relevance notions: substitutes and complements. These
notions have been employed by several recommender systems [28,
44]. In e-commerce recommendation applications, before the user
makes a purchasing decision, it might be more helpful to offer
substitutes of candidates under consideration, while complement
products might be offered after the user has made a purchase.
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2.3

Related Works Summary & Design Choices

In summary, many researchers before us have studied how to improve diversity in both recommendation and search results. Some
researchers deal with several of these diversity notions at the same
time. For instance, Vargas et al. [39] addresses coverage and redundancy, as well as the size of the recommendation list. We are
interested in a technique that works well in practice in a large-scale
recommendation system that can be served to hundreds of millions
of users per day. The notion of diversity should be flexible enough
that it can evolve over time. As a result, we chose not to pursue
taxonomic or topic-coverage approaches, as they require some explicit representation of diversity (e.g., an explicit guess at the user’s
intent or topic coverage).
Instead, we propose an approach using determinantal point processes (DPPs) [4, 7, 13, 22]. DPP is a set-wise recommendation model
that only requires two explicit and natural elements: how good is
each item for the user, and how similar are each pair of items. As a
result, our focus is on eliminating redundancy.

3 BACKGROUND
3.1 YouTube Homepage Feed Overview and the
Need for Diversification
The overall structure of the system for generating the video recommendations on a user’s YouTube mobile homepage feed is illustrated
in Figure 1. The system is comprised of three phases: (1) candidate
generation, wherein the feed items are selected from a large catalogue, (2) ranking, which orders the feed items, and (3) policy,
which enforces business needs such as requiring that some content
appear at a specific position on the page. Phases (1) and (2) both
make heavy use of deep neural networks [9].
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effective, our experience is that it interacts quite poorly with the
underlying recommendation system. Since the candidate generation and ranking layers are unaware of this heuristic, they make
suboptimal predictions by wasting space on items that will never be
presented. Furthermore, as the first two layers evolve over time, we
need to repeatedly retune the parameters of the heuristics—a task
that is expensive and hence in practice is not done with enough
frequency to maintain much of the rule’s effectiveness. Finally, the
interactions between multiple types of heuristics yields, in practice,
a recommendation algorithm that is very hard to understand. The
result is a system that is suboptimal and difficult to evolve.

3.2

Definitions

To be more precise, let us denote the observed interactions of a
user with items in a given feed as a binary vector y, (e.g., y =
[0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, . . .]), where it is understood that the user typically
will not look at the entire feed, but will start at the lower numbered indices. Our present goal is to maximize the total number of
interactions:
Õ
Õ
G′ =
yui .
(1)
u∼Users i∼Items

In order to train models from records of previous interactions, we
try to select the parameters of the model to maximize the cumulative
gain by reranking the feed items:
Õ
Õ yui
G=
,
(2)
j
u∼Users i∼Items

where j is the new rank that the model assigns to an item. This
quantity increases as we rank interactions more highly. (In practice,
y
we minimize jyui instead of maximizing ui
j , but the two expressions have the same optima.) In the following discussion, we will
drop the u subscript for simplicity, although all values should be
assumed to differ on a per-user basis
Let us further assume we are provided with some black box
estimates of y’s quality:
qi ≈ P(yi = 1 | features of item i) .

Figure 1: The basic serving scheme.
Candidate generation is substantially influenced by the previous
behavior of the user on our system, and computes relatively simple
measures of how well items match user preferences. For example,
co-utility is one measure that is used: if a user enjoyed video A,
and many other users who enjoyed A also enjoyed B, then B might
be selected in the candidate generation phase. The ranking phase
also makes heavy use of user features, but additionally relies on
richer item features (such as embeddings of the video in some
semantic space). As one might expect, the ranking phase tends to
give similar videos similar utility predictions, leading to feeds that
have repetitive content and, often, runs of very similar videos.
In order to mitigate the redundancy problem, at first, we introduced heuristics in the spirit of [32, 45] to the policy layer, such
as a requirement that an individual uploader can contribute no
more than n items to any user’s feed. While this rule is somewhat

(3)

The obvious ranking policy is to sort the items according to q.
Note though that qi is a function of only a single item. If there are
many similar items with similar values of qi they will be ranked
adjacent to each other, which may lead to the user abandoning the
feed. Given that our ultimate goal is to maximize the feed’s total
utility, we call two items similar when:
P(yi = 1, y j = 1) < P(yi = 1)P(y j = 1) .

(4)

In other words, they are negatively correlated when presented
together—suggesting one of them is redundant. If there are similar
items in the feed, then sorting by q is no longer the optimal policy.
Let us further assume we are provided with black box item
distances:
D i j = distance(item i, item j) ∈ [0, ∞) .

(5)

These distances are assumed to be ‘uncalibrated’, in the sense
that they are not required to be directly related to Equation 4. For
example, if the items in question are newspaper articles, D could
be a Jaccard distance of the tokenized words in each article. The
goal now is to produce a ranking policy based on q, D, and y which
achieves a smaller value of G than simply sorting by q. Ideally
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4 METHOD
4.1 DPP Overview

Figure 2: The new serving scheme.
this can be done in a way which integrates and evolves well with
existing infrastructure.

3.3

Design Desiderata

If item similarity (as defined in Equation 4) exists in the dataset, and
the dataset is sufficiently large, then our goal can likely be achieved
by a wide variety of different methods. We favor a method which:
(1) fits well into the existing logical framework of building
machine-learned estimators of observable physical events,
(2) can gracefully scale in complexity over time, and
(3) can be applied without requiring huge changes to existing
systems and expertise.
Heuristics can be effective [45] but are not ideal. For example,
imagine enforcing the rule that within a window of n adjacent
items, no two items may have D i j < τ . A number of issues arise:
(1) This rule operates independently of q, meaning that it will
demote high-scoring items under the same conditions as it
does low-scoring items. Independent improvements to the
accuracy of q may be lost after applying the policy.
(2) Parameters n and τ can be found by brute force grid search,
but adding complexity will become prohibitive, as training
time will be exponential in the number of parameters.
(3) It is not entirely obvious how to extend the rule to make
incremental improvements over time, beyond somehow incorporating q.
(4) It cannot be used as a generative model to create synthetic
datasets for offline validation.
An important point is that this heuristic implicitly treats the
redundancy problem as a fundamentally different objective from
maximizing utility. In fact, it suggests the hypothesis that improving
diversity might reduce utility (at least in the short term), since
it throws away items that have high q values. In contrast, our
proposed approach considers utility on pairs of items (via the anticorrelation described in Equation 4), and hence is able to use utility
itself to better justify demoting certain items.
Of course, it is possible to define a heuristic based upon anticorrelation, such as “no two items are allowed in the same feed if
P (yi =1,y j =1)
P (yi =1)P (y j =1) is below x”. However, as mentioned above, this rule
does not account for q, would require frequent re-tuning of the
parameter x, and even with regular tuning is not flexible enough
to capture exactly the behavior that we desire. Hence, in place of
such heuristic rules, we introduce DPPs into the system as a more
principled way of diversifying recommendations.
We insert the DPPs before the policy layer, but after the pointwise scoring layer (see Figure 2). This allows us to leverage the
investment in an extremely sophisticated pointwise scorer, and also
ensures that business policies are respected.

We start with a high-level overview of determinantal point processes (DPPs). A point process P on a set S = {1, 2, . . . , N } (e.g.,
a set of N videos in a user’s YouTube mobile homepage feed) is
a probability distribution on the powerset of S (the set of all subsets of S). That is, ∀S ⊆ S, P assigns some probability P(S), and
Í
S ⊆S P(S) = 1. DPPs represent a family of probability distributions whose parameters can be tuned such that the probability of a
subset, P(S), is proportional to a combined measure of the quality
of the items in S and the diversity of these items. Thus, finding
the set maxS :|S |=k P(S) is one way of selecting a high-quality and
diverse subset of k items from a larger pool of N items.
As mentioned in Section 2, there are many reasonable measures
that take into account both item quality and diversity, such as the
maximal marginal relevance (MMR) approach [5]. The advantage
of using DPPs is two-fold: 1) DPPs can out-perform measures such
as MMR on recommendation tasks [20], and 2) a DPP is a probabilistic model. This latter point means that we can take advantage
of algorithms for probabilistic operations like marginalization, conditioning, and sampling. The availability of these operations aligns
well with our goal of building a system that can gracefully scale in
complexity over time.
We now describe how we use a DPP to model user behavior.
Recall that for a feed with N items, the length-N binary vector y
indicates which videos from the feed the user interacted with. Let
Y denote the index set of these items (e.g., for y = [0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1]
we have Y = {2, 5, 6}). Then we assume that a user u’s behavior is
modeled by a DPP with probability distribution P in the following
manner: Y ∼ Pu . That is, the set of videos interacted with, Y ,
represents a draw from the probability distribution defined by a
user-specific DPP.
Even though a DPP defines a probability distribution over an
exponential number of sets (all 2N subsets of S = {1, 2, . . . , N }), it
can be compactly parameterized by a single N × N positive semidefinite kernel matrix [4], which we will call L. More concretely, the
probabilities of a DPP can be written as determinants of submatrices
of L:
det(LY )
P(Y ) = Í
.
(6)
′
Y ⊆S det(LY ′ )
where LY is L restricted to only those rows and columns which are
indexed by Y (e.g., for Y = {2, 5, 6}, the matrix LY is size 3 × 3).
Note that the denominator in Equation 6 is simply a normalizing
term, and, due to various properties of determinants, it can actually
be written and computed efficiently as a single determinant:
Õ
det(LY ) = det(L + I ) ,
(7)
Y ⊆S

where I is the identity matrix.
To see how det(LY ) can define a balanced measure of the quality
and diversity of a set of items, it helps to think of the entries of L
in the following manner: 1) a diagonal entry Lii is a measurement
of the quality of an item i, and 2) an off-diagonal element Li j is a
scaled measurement of the similarity between items i and j. With
these intuitions, let’s consider a case where |Y | = 2. If Y = {1, 2},
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4.3

then:
LY =



L 11
L 21

L 12
.
L 22


(8)

The determinant of this submatrix is: det(LY ) = L 11 L 22 − L 12 L 21 .
So, it is a product of item qualities minus scaled item similarities.
The expression for determinant is more complex for larger submatrices, but a similar intuition holds there as well.
In the following sections, we discuss various ways in which L
can be constructed from the readily available system inputs, such
as the pointwise item quality scores, q, that Section 3.2 described.

4.2

Kernel Parameterization

In our current deployment, as shown in Figure 2, diversification
happens fairly late in the pipeline, so a typical input set size is N =
100. For each of these N videos, we have two main input features:
a personalized quality score q, and a sparse embedding ϕ which is
derived from the topical content of the video. These features are
generated by completely independent subsystems. By stacking our
diversification system on top of them we take advantage of the
continuous improvements of these subsystems.
For the initial introduction of DPPs into our system, we first
used a relatively simple parameterization of the N × N DPP kernel
matrix L:
Lii = qi2

(9)

Di j
Li j = αqi q j exp − 2
2σ




, for i , j .

(10)

Each D i j is a computed from ϕ i and ϕ j ; Section 5 describes the exact
embedding ϕ and distance function that we found worked best in
practice. The α and σ are free variables. Note that this formulation
is identical to a standard (Gaussian) radial basis function (RBF)
kernel when α = 1. For smaller values, α ∈ [0, 1), the off-diagonal
of the matrix is scaled down, which essentially corresponds to
considering all items to be more diverse. For larger values, α > 1,
the off-diagonal of the matrix is scaled up, with the opposite effect
of making all items more similar. As α grows, the probability of
small sets grows while the probability of large sets shrinks. Thus,
a large α is a good fit for user behavior in the setting where a
relatively small subset of the videos in a feed are interacted with
(|Y | is small).
It is valuable for us to be able to use large α, because, as we will
see in Section 4.3, it provides a better fit to real user data. However,
there is one technical issue with allowing α > 1. Recall from the
Equation 6 that to have a proper DPP, the kernel matrix L must
be positive semi-definite (PSD). The PSD condition ensures that
the determinants of all submatrices of L are non-negative. This
is important because the probability of a set Y is proportional to
det(LY ), and negative “probabilities” do not make sense. If we allow
α > 1 though, this has the potential to make L non-PSD. In practice,
we resolve this issue by simply projecting any non-PSD matrix
that a large α value produces back to the space of PSD matrices.
(The projection is simple: we compute L’s eigendecomposition and
replace any negative eigenvalues with zeros.)
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Training Approach

Our training set consists of approximately forty thousand examples sampled from one day of data collected from the YouTube
mobile homepage feed. Each training example is a single homepage
feed impression: a single instance of a user going to the YouTube
mobile homepage and being presented with an ordered list of recommended videos. For each such impression we have a record of
which videos a user enjoyed, which constitutes the set Y . We note
that there is a partial-label bias associated with training the model
from such data, since we only observe users’ interactions with the
videos that we chose to present them with in the past, rather than
interactions with videos chosen uniformly at random. Generally,
we use the same style of solutions to this issue as have been used in
the past when training pointwise models, such as using an ϵ-greedy
exploration strategy.
For the basic kernel described in the previous section there are
only two parameters, α and σ , so we can simply do a grid search
to find the values that maximize the cumulative gain (Equation 2).
Figure 3 shows the cumulative gain obtained for various choices of
α and σ . The darker the color, the worse the result. Interestingly,
one can observe the catastrophic cliff in the upper right quadrant,
and the subsequent plateau. This has to do with the DPP kernels
for training examples becoming increasingly non-PSD. Recall that
as α grows the off-diagonal of L grows, increasing the chance of
a non-PSD L. Since the off-diagonal also grows somewhat with
σ , large α, σ combinations result in non-PSD matrices for many
of the training examples. Intuitively then, it might seem like the
entire upper right corner of the plot should have low cumulative
gain values, rather than the low values being concentrated in the
observed band. However, also recall that we project any non-PSD
matrices back to the PSD space. This projection is not linear with
respect to α or σ and so the quality of the matrices after projection
cannot be expected to necessarily correlate with our intuition about
those parameters. Overall, we find that the highest cumulative gain
is achieved in the mid-range for σ and in the upper half of the range
for α. The L kernels produced by these parameters are mostly PSD,
so only an occasional training example’s kernel requires projection.

4.4

Deep Gramian Kernels

As discussed earlier, one of the main advantages of using DPPs
over heuristics is that DPPs allow us to build a system that scales
gracefully in complexity over time. We argued that the complexity
of a heuristic scales poorly, because to tune it we have to do a
grid search over its parameters, and so the runtime for training a
heuristic is exponential in the number of parameters. In this section,
we discuss how, with DPPs, we can move beyond grid searches to
efficiently train a model with many parameters.
There is a substantial body of work on learning DPP kernel
matrices that are parameterized in a variety of ways [3, 12, 14, 20,
21, 26, 27]. Such work usually seeks to maximize the log-likelihood
of the training data. More concretely, suppose that:
• the parameters of L are some length-r vector w, and
• we have M training examples, each consisting of: 1) a set
of N items, and 2) the subset Y of these items that a user
interacted with.
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Figure 4: Architecture example for a deep DPP kernel.

Figure 3: Cumulative gain for a grid of α and σ values on a
dataset from the YouTube mobile homepage feed.
Let L(w) be the N × N kernel matrix induced by the parameters w.
Then the log-likelihood of the training data is:
LogLike(w) =

M
Õ
j=1

=

log(PL(w ) (Yj ))

M h
Õ
j=1

fact that this particular construction of L makes it a Gramian matrix,
and all such matrices are PSD.
To learn all of the parameters of the neural network for computing f and д, we optimize LogLike from Equation 11 using Tensorflow [1]. The resulting deep DPP models have already shown
utility improvements in live experiments (See the Deep DPPs entry
in Table 1). However, these deeper models change the ranking substantially enough from the un-diversified baseline that secondary
business metrics begin to be significantly impacted, requiring additional tuning.

(11)

4.5
i

log(det(L(w)Yj )) − log(det(L(w) + I )) , (12)

where Yj is the subset of items from training example j that the user
interacted with. The ability to use log-likelihood as an objective
function allows us to learn DPP parameters with more sophisticated
(and more efficient) methods than grid search.
We have begun to explore learning a kernel with many more
parameters than the α and σ of the previous section, by using
gradient descent on LogLike. We still use as input the ϕ embeddings
that characterize video content. For the personalized video quality
scores though, rather than a scalar score qi , we are able to get from
existing infrastructure an entire vector of quality scores qi , so we
use this vector to make our model more general. (Each entry of the
vector qi captures some aspect of what might make a video a good
choice for a user.) The full kernel L(ϕ, q) that we learn from this
input data can be expressed in the following manner:
Li j = f (qi )д(ϕ i )T д(ϕ j )f (q j ) + δ 1i=j ,

(13)

where f and д are separate stacks in a neural network. (δ is simply
a regularization parameter that we have for now fixed at a small
value.) Note that the quantity f (qi ) is a scalar, while д(ϕ i ) is a
vector. The neural network for computing f is relatively shallow,
while д’s network is deeper, and effectively re-embeds ϕ in a space
which better describes utility correlation of videos (see Figure 4). We
also note that, unlike the basic kernel parameterization discussed
earlier, where large values of α could result in non-PSD L, this more
complex parameterization is actually guaranteed to always produce
PSD matrices without need for projection. This follows from the

Efficient Ranking Algorithm with DPP

In this section, we describe how we use at serving time the DPP parameters that were learned as described in Section 4.3 or Section 4.4.
That is, when a user goes to the YouTube mobile homepage, how
does the DPP decide which videos go at the top of their recommendations feed? For any given user, the underlying parts of the
YouTube system infrastructure send to the DPP layer of the system
the personalized quality scores q and video embedding vectors ϕ
for a set of N videos. We construct a DPP kernel L from these scores
and embeddings and the learned parameters as described in the
previous section. We then fix some window size k ≪ N , and we ask
the DPP for a high-probability set of k videos. We put these videos
at the top of the feed, then again ask the DPP for a high-probability
set of k videos from the remaining N − k unused videos. These
videos become the next k in the feed. We repeat this process until
we have ordered the entire feed of N videos.
The idea behind constructing sub-windows of the data with
stride size k is that the repulsion between two similar items reduces
as the distance between them in the feed increases. That is, having
video 1 and video 100 be similar is not as detrimental to user enjoyment as having video 1 and video 2 be similar. In practice, for
ordering a feed where N consists of several hundred videos, we use
sub-windows where k is a dozen or so videos.
When we “ask the DPP for a high-probability set of k videos”,
what we are actually doing is asking for the size-k set Y that has
the highest probability that the user interacts with every one of
those k items.1 This corresponds to the following maximization
1 One

could consider alternative quantities, like the probability that a user interacts at
least one item in a given subset. We plan to consider such alternative formulations in
future work.

Practical Diversified Recommendations on YouTube with Determinantal Point Processes
Algorithm 1 Rank a video feed via a DPP
Require: α, σ
▷ DPP parameters
Require: k ∈ N
▷ The size of the windows
Require: q, ϕ
▷ The quality estimates and video embeddings
Require: W ← {1, 2, . . . , N }
▷ Indices of the items to rank
Construct D from ϕ
▷ Compute distances from embeddings
L ← N × N -matrix
▷ Construct the DPP
for i = 1, 2, . . . , N do
for j = 1, 2, . . . , N do
Li j ← LW [i]W [j] (α, σ , q, D)
end for
end for
R ← []
▷ The final ordering
while |W | > 0 do
M ← GreedyApproxMax(L, min(k, |W |)) ▷ Indices into W
D←∅
for i ∈ M do
R ← R + W [i]
▷ Get items from the greedy approx
D ← D + W [i]
end for
W ←W \D
▷ Remove the selected items
L ← L[W ,W ]
▷ Restrict L to the W submatrix
end while
return R

problem:
max det(LY ) .

Y :|Y |=k

(14)

As shown in [18], this maximization is NP-hard. In practice though,
a standard greedy algorithm for submodular maximization from
[31] seems to work well for approximately solving this problem.
The greedy algorithm starts from Y = ∅ (the empty set), then runs k
iterations, adding one video to Y on each iteration. The chosen video
in iteration i is the video v that produces the largest determinant
value when added to the current chosen set:
max

v ∈remaining videos

det(LY ∪v ) .

(15)

Beyond its simplicity, an additional advantage of using this greedy
algorithm is that, if we keep track of the order in which greedy
selects videos, then this gives us a natural order for the videos in
the corresponding size-k window of the user’s feed.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the ranking algorithm described in this
section. As we will see in the subsequent section, this ranking helps
users find the content that they want to consume more easily.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

First, we will describe some basic comparison baselines. Before
finally arriving at DPPs, we tried three diversification heuristics:
(1) Fuzzy deduping: disallow any video i whose distance to a
video j already in the feed is below a threshold τ : D i j < τ .
(2) Sliding window: allow at most n out of every m items to be
below a distance threshold τ .
(3) Smooth score penalty: When selecting the video v for position n + 1, re-scale the quality scores to account for similarity
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Strategy
Satisfied homepage watchers
Fuzzy deduping
-0.05%
Sliding window
-0.26%
Smooth score penalty
-0.41%
DPPs
+0.63%
Deep DPPs
+1.72%
Table 1: Experimental results over approximately 1 week for
various attempts at improving video diversity in users’ feeds.
“Satisfied homepage watchers” refers to a metric that considers sessions originating from the homepage and counts how
many of these sessions were of significant duration—a notion of homepage utility. Only DPPs improved this metric.

to videos 1 through n that have already been selected:
q new,v = q original,v ∗ e −b(ϕv ·ϕprevious )
n
Õ
with ϕ previous =
an−k −1ϕ k ,

(16)
(17)

k =0

where q is the quality score we sort by, a and b are free
parameters, and ϕ is the embedding vector.
As seen in Table 1, all of these attempts led to a less useful mobile
homepage feed, as measured by the number of users with long
sessions originating from homepage.
When experimenting with DPPs, we first used the kernel L described in Section 4.2, and evaluated a variety of embeddings and distance functions (dense and sparse audio embeddings, frame embeddings, thumbnail image embeddings, document text embeddings,
etc.). We found that it works quite well to use Jaccard distances for
Di j in Equation 10, applied to sparse vectors ϕ consisting of item
tokens. (For example, the Saturday Night Live video “Olive Garden -SNL” has tokens “snl”, “olive garden”, “saturday night”, “night
live”, and “sketch”, among others.) Live experiments on YouTube’s
mobile homepage recommendations saw dramatic improvements
for our users. In addition to the +0.63% on the satisfied homepage
watchers metric shown in Table 1, we also saw +0.52% in overall
watch time, which is quite a significant jump over the baseline.
Because of this success on mobile, diversification via DPPs has been
deployed on all surfaces, including TV, desktop, and Live streams.
(Note that while the deep Gramian DPPs system looks very promising on the “satisfied homepage watchers” metric, it has not yet
been deployed. As mentioned earlier, these deeper models change
the ranking substantially enough from the un-diversified baseline
that secondary business metrics begin to be significantly impacted,
requiring additional tuning.)
Interestingly, for some choices of parameters we saw losses in
direct interactions on the homepage, though across the site we had
an overall win. Figure 5 shows the percent increase in view time that
originates from the homepage. This suggests that users find content
sufficiently attractive that it leads to longer sessions starting from
the homepage. And indeed, we did observe increased activity on the
related videos panel (a panel of videos one sees alongside the video
that is currently playing), in terms of click-through rate, number
of views, and amount of total view time, despite the fact that our
original change only affected the videos shown on the homepage
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of users do not see DPP-diversified feeds. We can then observe
whether DPP diversification results in a long-term improvement
in user experience by observing the difference between the two
holdbacks when compared to their respective control groups. As
we can see in Figure 6, which shows the increase in number of
users watching at least one video from the homepage against these
two holdback groups, users who have been exposed to diversified
feeds more often realize that they can find videos of interest on
YouTube’s homepage. Therefore, we can say that diversified feeds
lead to increased user satisfaction in the immediate term, and that
this effect becomes even more pronounced over time.

6

Figure 5: Although diversification did little to increase interactions directly on the homepage, it did increase the total originating from the homepage (taking the related video
panel into account). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 6: Evidence of a long-term “learning effect” as seen in
the number of people watching videos from the homepage.
The implication is a much more useful and satisfying product experience.
feed. Cumulatively, it suggests that users find more videos that they
enjoy compared to before.
Moreover, we have been able to observe a long-term “learning
effect” [17] from diversifying users’ feeds. That is, diversification
results in users returning to and enjoying our service more as time
goes on. We measured this effect by running two sets of long-term
holdback experiments2 . In the first holdback condition, users do
not get DPP-diversified feeds, but that subset of the user population changes every day (these users are normally exposed to the
diversified feed, except on the rare day that they end up in this
holdback set). In the second holdback condition, a consistent set
2A

holdback is simply an A/B experiment where users in group B do not receive the
launched treatment.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Researchers realized well over a decade ago that diversification
is an important problem for recommendation systems, and for information retrieval in general. Significant research efforts have
invested in approaches that use a taxonomic or category-based
approach, often combined with a variety of heuristics. In contrast,
we propose using a method based on determinantal point processes
(DPPs). Our approach performs set-wise optimization of recommendations. Since this approach naturally factors the problem into
one of estimating item quality, and another of estimating repulsive
effects between pairs of items, our stacked architecture allows us
to leverage existing sophisticated investments in pointwise scoring
and item analysis.
In this paper, we discussed the challenges of applying DPPs in a
large-scale video recommendation system. We considered several
parameterizations of the DPP kernel as well as learning methods
for computing the value of the kernel parameters from positive
user interactions with videos. Finally, we presented live experiment
results on this large-scale system, showing both an immediate shortterm lift in user utility, as well as long-term effects—users looked
to YouTube more often to satisfy their needs.
Our work is not without limitations. First, the DPP we trained
is non-personalized in that the parameters such as σ are learned
from training on a large population of user data, not on a single
user’s data. In the near future, we hope to develop new approaches
to understand each individual user’s short-term and long-term diversification needs. We also do not fully understand how different
domains or genres might affect diversification policy. For instance,
users might prefer music videos to stay within a certain boundary
(no vocals, for instance), as they might be enjoyed somewhat more
passively, while genres like comedy might need more diversity.
Additionally, we do not have a good model that takes time into
account, such as understanding weekday vs. weekend diversity preferences. We would like to explore the connection of diversification
methods with reinforcement learning, so that we can learn a good
control policy for diversification. Given the multitude of directions
for future work, we feel that our current work simply “scratches the
surface” of the possibilities available to improve user experiences by
moving away from pointwise estimators in recommender systems.
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